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CAI-819 Excaliber : ACI-819 Excalibre

● our lady of the lake has a gift for Arthur, the Author – Excalibre
(yes, that's right, it is not the first time, is it?)

● it looks like a sword, it is more than a sword; (extremely sleek, sharp and aerodynamic...)
● it is sharper than any two edged sword; (you could get cut looking at it) 
● a triple atmosphere super weapon...how useful; (water, air, outer space...)
● multiple space time continuum with unlimited variables;

(an artist can create and destroy a space time continuum, try the 11 x 13 anomaly)
● a multi-dimensional multi-phase weaponized logistics craft;

(this is extremely useful in taking care of business anywhere, you just never know...)
● multiple autonomous energy generating technology 

(the break or bend the "known" laws of physics kind the patent office does not like) ;
● technology and capability way beyond what you can imagine...

(individual creative imagination is a very good thing)
● beam weapons, material, phase and entity transducers and transformers;

(it's all in the engineering, transforming thought into reality...)
● art and super science, the reality of magic and the kingdom of God;

(astral travel, a mentor magician, good advice and superior moral code...)
● it is not for anyone, it is for one, the one with character and true values;

(surprise surprise good luck with the next life...)
● the speed of thought...psychotronic activation of almost everything;

(we can always have alien like glyphs or archaic languages to be really cool...)
● advanced propulsion - super luminal, universe grid navigation and more; 

(Einstein did not know that out of phase entities can go faster than light...)
● data unit, energy field, object tracking, interception, intervention, observation;

(there is nothing like being more responsible...)
● pre-vision magnitude and multiple time line scenario tasking;

(mix it up just a little bit and make the best possible decisions...or instant intuition)
● chrono-sphere equipped for space time astral dynamics;

(a space craft in harmonic oscillation with an adventurous mind level...)
● it cannot be destroyed, anything used against it will be destroyed;

(out of phase vs this present physical reality at least anyway you slice time...)
● all enemies are vanquished into oblivion, total destruction or rendered out of phase;

(that's convenient...if there is nothing left to discuss and diplomacy ends...)
● perhaps you should start your grail quest, build character, fulfill your destiny...

(maybe by now you understand there is more to reality than what meets the eyes...)
● the one with imagination....deus ex machina...deus ex imagination...deus ex deus...

The greatest secret of all time is still classified, however :
the more personal responsibility you accept, the more power you have...

Now you know what an advanced project really is, right?

How is your personal response ability, initiative and spirit of co-operation and optimism?
How is your imagination now? Let's go all the way, imagine a new movie and series for television.

Faster than light - the CAI-819 Excaliber!

The Ultimate Flying Machine Adventure
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